
Luh Adnyani: Sand wave dynamics and its interaction with subsea pipeline.

Are you buying your petrol this morning? Do you know how your petrol’s journey from resources to 
the petrol station? Thanks to the subsea pipeline, so oil/gas from deep sea area can able to transport 
safely to the plant and is processed became final product that we use. However subsea pipeline 
encounter so many problems during operation. In the worst case, pipeline may collapse and this is a 
big losses for everyone including environment. And we don’t know what pipeline face while laying on 
the seabed because ocean environment is complex and many uncertainty aspect. One of this 
complexity is unstable seabed conditions caused by sand wave existence. Sand waves are large and 
transverse bed features, typically having length about 100-500m and height about 10m and can 
migrate around 10m/year. And Pipeline located on sand wave field increase its risk. However, sand 
wave seabed and pipeline are investigated by two different field. Sand wave studied by 
oceanographer and pipeline studied by civil/ocean engineer. And become important to study the 
interaction between these two subjects.  

That’s why, in this study, I try to connect this two concepts by simulating sand wave dynamics and its 
interaction with pipeline in laboratory model. I set up the pipeline on sand wave seabed in a tank 
here, in UWA. flow conditions are varied to make sand wave migrate. Pipeline is placed either 
perpendicular or parallel to sand wave crest. During the test, I used a video camera to record 
between 5 to 10 hr of the scouring process which is the erosion of sand under the pipeline. 
Investigation includes:   

1. the local scour depth, how big the hole that may develop,
2. scour migration rate along the pipeline, how fast the scouring moving because of sand wave

migration, and
3. sand backfill, how fast the sand will fill the scour’s hole and bury the pipelines.

All variables that affect this process is observed and I try to conclude the relationship between 
variables. After knowing the interaction between sand wave dynamics and subsea pipeline, I hope, 

1. we can answer one aspect of uncertainty in ocean seabed behavior,
2. pipeline can able to withstand in sand wave field without create longer route just to avoid

this type of seabed characteristic. And It will reduce the installation cost of new pipeline
3. it will improve the reliability of existing pipeline, can keep our ocean environment safe.

Thank you. 


